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I had begged for the puppy. It would live with my nana because she was lonely and 

her one bedroom, council owned bungalow could use some life. Nana was 

excessively overweight, so I would have to walk it everyday. I thought the company 

might cheer her up.  

My mother kept telling me, ‘Your nana doesn’t want a puppy, how many 

times do I have to tell you?’ 

I decided to put the question to her myself. One bleak Tuesday after school I 

tentatively tapped on her front door and waited. It took her a while to peel herself 

from her cracked leather recliner, which she had placed in front of the television so 

that the glare escaping the crack in the curtains was not visible on the screen. The 

curtains were partially unclipped from their rail but always drawn closed. 

Her eyes shrank from the daylight as she opened the door.  

We had tea and crumpets, and she smoked her Benson and Hedges 

mechanically, all the while eyes locked on the screen. 

‘What do you think about puppies, Nana?’  

She looked puzzled but humoured me. ‘Oh aye, your granddad and I had a dog 

once, but it wasn’t a puppy, mind.’ 

Shortly after my visit the perfect opportunity arose. I broke my arm. A 

botched accident during a rounders match at school. My parents fussed me with 

promises of milkshakes and rights to the remote all day. 

‘Can we go look at the puppies at the pet shop?’ 

They couldn’t deny me this time. I named her Missy and for a few weeks I 

think she worked the wonders I’d wanted her to. My nana was smiling and chatty, 

even towards my mother.  

The next time I went to visit, everything had changed. Missy had located my 

nana’s bag of wool and tangles of yarn had capped the living room. The television 

had been knocked out of position and the puppy sat up in her chair gnawing on a box 

of cigarettes. Nana had adopted a method of bashing her with a sturdy walking stick 

she had retrieved from its usual spot underneath the bed. She’d had no use for it till 

now.  

 


